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E. Spranger’s Religious Thought and its Pedagogical Implication: 
In Comparison with J. Dewey’s Religious Thought
Yasuyuki Arai
　　The raisons dʼêtre of religion are 1.  relief of soul, 2.  transcendental norm as the grounds of 
decision making and 3.  the meaning of the world and my own life.  In this paper, I compared E. 
Sprangers religious thought with that of J.  Dewey.  The characteristic of Sprangerʼs religious 
thought is the worldly piety and the magic of soul, and the characteristic of Deweyʼs religious 
thought is the refusal of the supernatural.  The common points between Spranger and Dewey are 
1. the concept of “the religious” in consistency with the scientific knowledge and 2. the 
universality of “the religious” as the most important thing in human beings.  Their difference are 
as following; though Dewey affirms the Entzauberung, Spranger pays special attention to its 
minus side and though Spranger acknowledges the supernatural as the essential factor of religion, 
Dewey denies it.  In the last, I indicated both the religious as the educational contents and the 
transcendental norm over the group as the pedagogical implications of Sprangerʼs religious 
thought.
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〕力が増大する
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られかしと祈る







































　柳沼氏は『誰でもの信仰』（A Common Faith, 
1934）に代表される後期デューイの宗教論の特徴
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な隔たりがある
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わりのよい焼きなおし
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、意味解釈
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